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Summary 

A collection of data regarding problems, observations and breakdowns of the sewerage and             

wastewater system in the city of Nice in France has been recorded the past few years by both city                   

workers and citizens. The nature of the data is mainly reports of the time and location of a failure along                    

with some observations and classifications of said reports. Given the amount of data collected, an               

analysis was in order but extracting relevant information from written data can be a challenge. Also,                

there currently exists no established relationship between the temporal or spatial variability of the              

reports, and the state of the system and its structural variables. With these challenges and the nature of                  

the information collected in mind, an interactive visualization solution was designed. The solution was              

developed entirely in JavaScript, HTML and CSS using a library called D3.js. Hopefully, this solution will                

facilitate the establishment of relations between time, location and nature of a report so as to enable                 

analysts to extrapolate the behavior of failures within the city with the purpose of preventing or reacting                 

to problems in the sewerage and wastewater system. Simultaneously, the tool will enable its user to                

analyse the data seen, in order to identify its composition and problems allowing for some insight over                 

the way data is collected. Visualizations such as a map, bar graph and pie chart were used among others                   

to create the tool. 
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1 Introduction 

Within the governance of Nice a vast amounts of data regarding Nice’s sewerage and              

wastewater system has been collected since 2013 up until the first months of 2020. The data consists of                  

the system’s infrastructure laid within the city and reports of failures made by the cityzens and the city’s                  

workers. Having all this useful data ready to use meant analysing it was the next step. 

 

Currently, the data collected can be visualized using tools such as QGIS, which offers geographic               

visualization and an inspection of the elements via attribute tables but very little, if any, interactivity                

with this same data. Additionally, it is unknown if there are significant relationships between Nice’s               

infrastructure, its composition variables and the failures reported throughout the city. Alongside David             

Hernández, a professional working within Nice’s governance, who had access to this bulk of the data and                 

possesses important knowledge regarding the inner workings of this specific city system, a technological              

solution was devised to alleviate the problems mentioned previously. More precisely, the solution is a               

prototype for an interactive visualization web application designed to facilitate correlative analysis of             

the data provided. 

 

The first element taken into consideration was the software which would be used to create the                

tool. Several options were considered but finally a library for JavaScript called D3: Data Driven               

Documents, proposed by the advising professor, was selected. The library focuses on visualizing data              

dynamically on an HTML document using JavaScript and Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG).  

 

Next, the way in which the data was to be visualized entered into consideration. The               

information is comprised of the reports of failures and the infrastructure of the sewerage and               

wastewater system. The reports contain a date in which the report was made, the coordinates of the                 

location of the report in a Lambert 93 projection1, the category of the report, the specific item related to                   

the report, a unique ID and a written comment made by the reporting user, which had no specific                  

structure. The infrastructure described within the information consists of the pipelines laid throughout             

the city and the manholes which allow access to the system. Details about the manholes include                

location, diameter, height (in meters over sea level) at which the manhole is placed and depth of the                  

1 There are several ways of mapping information onto a world globe because there many coordinate systems that can be used. RFG93/Lambert                      
93/EPSG projection 2154 is one of the seven projections created by Johann Heinrich Lambert and is the standard in metropolitan France (Spatial                      
Reference, 2008).  
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manhole, among others. Details about the pipelines include location, diameter, length, material, net             

type, shape, slope, elevation of the starting point and elevation of the ending point, among others. It                 

was discussed with David that the main features of the desired solution would be a geographical                

visualization of all the information in a map, the selection of specific data within said map for higher                  

scrutiny, a chronological visualization of the amount of reports made, the display of infrastructure              

properties and details, and display of related reports and infrastructure properties. 

 

A visualization of the points and the infrastructure on a map, with the ability to select various                 

areas, was accomplished. The possibility of filtering the reports on the map by date and properties was                 

also added. Using the selected reports on the map, several graphical visualizations were developed.              

First, a bar graph and scatter plot visualization of the number of reports throughout the years were                 

rendered. The year of the information displayed on the graph and the interval of aggregation of the data                  

can be changed by the user. Next, a visualization similar to that of the map was created but on a smaller                     

scale. This visualization highlighted the areas packed most densely with reports using contours. The last               

visualization for the selected reports was a pie chart of percentages of categories and items. The year                 

displayed could be manipulated for the last two visualizations as well. Using the selected infrastructure               

on the map, an interactive tree visualization of their properties, detailing the different types of               

qualitative properties, was made. The tree can be interacted with by clicking the nodes to expand or                 

contract them. For the quantitative properties, a multivariable visualization was designed in which the              

different properties of one infrastructure object were linked by a line across various axes representing               

the possible values of said properties. Lastly, two table visualizations of the entirety of the selected data                 

were added at the bottom of the page. 

 

Further elaboration on the previously touched topics will be made in the following document.              

Firstly, the objectives and problems resolved by the prototype will be talked about in detail. They will be                  

assessed in order from the most general to the most specific. Some theories about data visualization will                 

be talked about as well. Afterwards, the text will dive deeper into the design and the requirements that                  

were taken into account while creating the solution. The description of the process of design and                

implementation of the tool will follow. Many changes were made to the prototype at this time and so                  

they will be detailed too. Next, the results of multiple tests made to the prototype will be shown. Finally,                   

the conclusions of the entire exercise will be presented.  
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Before continuing, I would like to thank David Hernández (the expert from Nice) and José Tiberio                

Hernández (the accompanying teacher), who helped with the management of the information used and              

gave meaningful insights throughout the entire process. Their input was very useful to give this project a                 

well defined direction. Also, I would like to thank Jessica Sandoval for the encouragement she gave                

during the process of designing the prototype and her help structuring this document as well. 

2 General Description 

2.1 Objectives 

 

Generally speaking, the prototype’s main objective is to repurpose the information gathered            

and visualize it in different ways. Finding a way to visualize the data is the first objective in                  

contemplation. After finding a suitable library and programming language to use, a period of time in                

which the library is explored and understood follows. Based on the details of the information and the                 

capabilities of the library, a more specific objective is devised. Establishing the different representations              

of the data focusing on answering the following questions: “where does a problem occur?”, “when does                

the problem occur?” and “what is the problem?”. Relating these questions and adding some extra               

understanding of the city of Nice, is what is expected to produce a valuable analysis. 

 

After deciding the different representations that will be used, these are programmed. The             

project’s structure has to be made in order to start this process. Issues like the way in which the                   

information will be loaded, how the different components of the project will communicate are taken               

into consideration while creating the structure and how the project might evolve in the future. If                

necessary, the gathered information is repurposed in order to be used by the implemented solutions. To                

facilitate the relating process, a good design of the page is also necessary. Arranging the solution in a                  

way that facilitates its understanding and intuitively allows the user to use it for its intended purpose.  

 

The final and most important objective is to ascertain the state of the project, deciding which                

parts require more attention and improving the project over the length of development. Constantly              
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mending errors and improving the solution’s performance is key to ultimately achieving quality             

software. Even after the project is completed, there will still be further improvements to be made. 

 

2.2 Background 

 

Previously, no work had been done in relation to visual analytics. Because of this, the very basics                 

of analysing data visually had to be researched. The main focus of this project is to add value to the data                     

gathered by providing useful information to facilitate expert’s analysis of the data. However, the              

information is presented in a broad way so people from different backgrounds and with different levels                

of experience can extract interesting analysis from the tool. The entire process of retrieving useful               

analysis from the data gathered is thought of as a cycle: formulate questions, collect data, analyze data,                 

interpret analysis, evaluate the findings and repeat (Migrant & Seasonal Head Start Technical Assistance              

Center , 2006). 

2.3 Problem identification and its relevance 

At the moment, there is no simple way to determine the causality of problems within the                

sewerage and wastewater system in Nice. It is unknown if there is a relationship between the failures                 

reported by the citizens and the infrastructure of the city, the infrastructure’s composition and location               

variables, the different weather throughout the year, events in the city or any other possible               

circumstance, be it environmental, social or political. The project’s main problem is identifying an              

effective way to display the data collected regarding the reports and infrastructure of Nice to enable                

specialists to create relationships between the reports and their possible cause. Since the cause may lay                

in the environment of the city or a combination of the environment and its effect on the infrastructure                  

and not solely in the infrastructure, the visualization of the data has to allow a broad analysis. 

Data collection and analysis has become a common practice worldwide due to present-day             

computational capabilities. The new problem that has risen from this context is collecting valuable, well               

structured information and making an accurate and meaningful analysis from this same information. The              

proposed solution attempts to solve the latter problem. It could be replicated for different cities around                

the world and it could prove to be a very valuable starting point for a more complex and detailed                   

project. 
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3 Specifications and Design 

3.1 Problem definition 

The problem can be broken down into three parts: finding the appropriate library and              

programming language to develop the tool, developing the visualization solutions as well as formatting              

the data in the way that is needed for the mentioned visualizations and displaying the results adequately                 

in order to give the user the best experience possible. The solutions to these problems all affect the way                   

in which the other problems are resolved. This idea will be explored further ahead. 

In summation, the design problem is finding a way to render the information collected              

efficiently and adequately for its analysis using the appropriate technologies.  

3.2 Specifications 

The way and order in which the specifications were decided will be explained later in the                

Implementation section. Most of the requirements for the solutions were discussed with both David and               

Tiberio but some were decided without their input. Tiberio stated the three questions mentioned in the                

objective of the project and proposed that these questions should be the focus of development. He                

stated that relating those three questions would be the grounds of a competent visualization tool. 

 

The result of the entire process of design and implementation concluded in the following              

requirements for the application: 

Functional requirements: 

● Map of Nice including reports and infrastructure. 

● Filtration of reports drawn on map based on the date selected. 

● Filtration of reports drawn on map based on their categories and items. 

● Selection of the information within the map that will be used as input for the               

next visualizations. 

● Bar graph of different time intervals (weeks, months, semesters, trimesters,          

seasons, semesters and years), in which the amount of reports filed in two             
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separate years can be compared. For the year interval there is no need for              

comparison. 

● Scatter plot of different time intervals (weeks and months), in which the amount             

of reports filed in two separate years can be compared. The scatter plot details              

the amount of reports for a specific day of the week and a specific week of the                 

month. 

● Density map of the reports (similar to the map of the entire data) that uses               

contours to highlight the places where the most occurrences have happened. 

● Pie chart that discriminates the categories and items of the reports. 

● Multi-var visualization that displays the quantitative properties of either the          

manholes or the pipelines that make the infrastructure of the system. 

● Node tree visualization that displays the qualitative properties of both the           

reports and infrastructure. 

● Paginated table of the details of both the reports and the infrastructure. 

Non-functional requirements: 

● Intuitive design. 

○ Brief descriptions. 

○ Map legend. 

● Page layout:  

○ One page. 

○ Map at the beginning of the page with filters above and below. 

○ Report graphs and infrastructure graphs beneath map and side by side. 

○ Buttons above graphs to switch from one graph type to another. 

○ Dropdown menu above graphs to change graph’s focus. 

○ Table at the end of the page with navigation buttons. 

● Zooming of map. 

● Efficient loading and rendering time of the data. 

● Efficient use of memory. 

 

Initially, this project was going to cover a completely different subject which would encompass a               

completely different issue and outcome. This resulted in a delayed proposal of the current topic,               

problem and solution spawning a narrower time constraint for its development. The delay, in turn,               
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generated the need to develop first and foremost what was essential for the solution. This meant that                 

non-functional requirements would take a back-seat until the rest of the requirements were finished or               

they were left unresolved altogether if time was too scarce. The functional requirements, however,              

needed to be completed for a useful prototype’s creation. 

3.3 Restrictions 

The data offered by the expert in Nice contained sensitive information from the citizens of Nice                

and had not yet been published publicly by Nice’s governance. Being this the case, the information was                 

kept local during the development of the project. Files had to be in GEOJSON format for D3’s mapping                  

functions to work. 

4 Design development 

4.1 Information recollection 

The basis of the project and therefore the first set of data that had to be collected, was the                   

information that would be displayed. Luckily, Tiberio had previously worked with David and knew that               

he would have the access to said information. David promptly sent a reduced portion of this information                 

and, during the course of several meetings, he explained that the data could be displayed, analyzed and                 

exported to different file types with the help of a program he used called QGIS. 

Next, the information regarding which library to use was researched. The library selected was              

the one proposed by the accompanying teacher and developed in JavaScript by Mike Bostock: D3 (2020).                

After a short look-up, a vast amount of documentation and examples about different graphs that could                

be created using this library were found. The library had a dedicated page with easy access to several                  

examples created both by Mike Bostock and other developers around the world; documentation about              

the use of the library; ready-made examples for maps, graphs and several other forms of visualizing data                 

with the possibility of interaction, and the source code. D3 allows for the selection and manipulation of                 

the properties of elements within an HTML document. This library becomes especially handy when              

manipulating SVG elements within the web page. It is possible to select or create an SVG element and                  

draw any type of line or shape in any type of color. This, paired with a large amount of functions within                     
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the library specially designed to create visual elements such as axes for graphs and map visualizations                

based on a specific projection, were determining factors in selecting this library. 

To have an approach of the design for the prototype, the Sistema de información para la gestión                 

del arbolado urbano (SIGAU) (2020) made by Bogotá’s botanical garden was observed. This web page               

contains all of the information about trees located in Bogotá’s public spaces and allows the user to view                  

the characteristics and location of said trees. It also allows for individual query for a specific tree or tree                   

variety, as well as filtering of the information. 

4.2 Design alternatives 

It seemed clear that D3 was an excellent choice to develop the final solution but further                

investigation was made nonetheless. The second library found was called graphics.h developed in C and               

based on Borland Graphics Interface (BGI) (2004), for DOS operating systems. This library allowed for               

the simple drawing of bar graphs, pie charts and histograms. However, there was no simple method for                 

creating a map, which made D3 a better suited option. The final possibility explored was making the                 

project in Python, using several libraries such as mpl_toolkits (2018) and matplotlib (2020) for map and                

graph rendering. The simplicity and versatility of these libraries made them appealing to use but in the                 

end D3 was selected due to the amount of useful examples and documentation found. 

Several alternatives to the final objectives and requirements were pondered throughout the            

implementation process. Before the current selection function was created and considering that            

creating such a function could be an arduous task, a selection by regions pre-established in the map was                  

considered. This would have simplified the selection process and improved it performance-wise because             

the calculation of the points encompassed within an area only had to happen once. This, however,                

limited the capability of the user to select data as specifically as desired. A different option for the                  

display of graphs was also considered. Instead of showing the infrastructure and report graphs side by                

side, only one graph would be available at any time. This would reduce the memory consumption of the                  

application but, again, limited the capability of the user to analyse the information by contrasting the                

different visualizations. 
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5 Implementation 

5.1 Implementation description 

The implementation process was not a completely straight process and followed a more cyclical              

pattern. The first step was the only one outside the cycle. First came the familiarization with the library                  

which only had to be done once. Afterwards began the cycle: discussion of the data and state of the                   

project, idealization of new visualizations and possible improvements of the project, search for material              

and implementation of visualizations, showcase of prototype to expert and accompanying professor and             

the cycle began anew. 

 

First of all, it was imperative to get familiarized with the library in question. Following D3’s own                 

play-and-learn logic, several examples were used and changed-up to study the effects of these changes               

in the resulting image produced. This was all achieved within Mike Bostock and Melody MeckFessel’s               

Observable HQ platform (2020). This platform introduces the notebook paradigm to JavaScript for a              

quicker and simpler low scale coding experience; perfectly suited for learning how to use a new library.  

 

When some understanding of the library was achieved, a simple skeleton of the project was               

created. At first, a simple HTML with a title and an empty SVG element was created. Using D3, the SVG                    

element was selected from a JavaScript script and a simple image was rendered. Meanwhile the               

project’s direction was being molded during meetings with David and Tiberio. David’s first vision of the                

prototype involved a map and the selection of elements within this map. The first line of work became                  

creating a map using D3 with Nice’s information, sent by David. With a video as a guide (Data                  

Visualization with D3.js, 2019), the first rendering of a world map was placed onto the SVG of the page.                   

To create this map, information about the borders of all the countries had to be read from a GEOJSON                   

file. Unfortunately the information David sent at the time was not in this format, and so it had to be                    

reformatted using the program QGIS. Besides formatting the file type, it was decided that a variant of                 

the Mercator projection would be used since its cylindrical shape was better suited to display the map                 

on the page. The WGS 84/Web Mercator is, in fact, the projection used by default in web applications.                  
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After adapting the information received to what was needed, the first rendering of a portion of the map                  

of Nice was created. This rendering included points in the location a report was made, points in the                  

location of a manhole, lines (or paths) that determined the outline of the city, lines that determined the                  

buildings of the city and lines that determined the pipelines of the sewerage and wastewater system.                

During the process of development, up until the last few weeks, a portion of the total amount of                  

information was used for simplicity. 

 

From here on out, the process begins to take its cyclical form. First came a discussion of the data                   

provided and subsequent discussion of a new data visualization. The first focus of discussion were the                

reports made by the citizens and their time of creation. Using the date of the reports to create a bar                    

graph showing their frequency throughout the years became the first and most basic visualization for               

the solution. Then came the search for an example or solution already implemented. A basic bar graph                 

view had already been made using the video tutorial mentioned beforehand, so it was repurposed to fit                 

the data gathered. To feed the bar graph the required information, some logic had to be created in                  

which Nice’s data was read from a CSV (comma separated value) file, stored as an object and then                  

further calculations could be made over this information. At this point, the entire loading and drawing of                 

both the bar graph and the map occurred in the same file, which could lead to a very confusing code                    

structure in the future. The project was structured using the MVC2 (model view controller) pattern               

(2018). This meant that loading the information, controlling the loaded information and displaying the              

information had to occur in different portions of the code and could not stay on the same file as they                    

were. Each visualization of the data was to have a controller, view and model portion. After the                 

structuring was dealt with, a scatter plot that had been made previously during the learning period was                 

repurposed to show chronological information as well. This was made in the hopes of showing a detail                 

that was not present in the bar graph and so the same information was used. The map was placed on                    

the left side of the screen and the graphs were to occupy the same space on the right side of the screen.                      

To switch between one graph and the other, several buttons were placed at the top of the page as a tab                     

display. 

 

This first advancement was displayed to the expert and the advising professor, discussed and              

new visualizations were idealized. During this time, a ready-made selection function was found. This              

2 MVC is an architectural design pattern which specifies that the application consists of a data model, information presentation and information 
controller. These are all represented by separate objects (MVC. Design patterns, 2018).  
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selection function drew a rectangle over the SVG of the map and saved the coordinates of the                 

rectangle’s four corners. These coordinates were used to determine which drawn points in the map               

were within the selection and had to be considered for use in later calculations. The selected points                 

were then compared to the stored information to select the appropriate data to render on the bar graph                  

and the scatter plot. Additionally, a slider was added beneath each of the graphs to select different                 

years of displayed reports and the logic behind it was restructured to calculate the information needed                

for the graph based on the year selected. The new visualizations for this “sprint” were the pie chart and                   

the density map. Examples for both were found on D3’s website, repurposed for the information at                

hand and added to the project. A slider to select the displayed year was added to these visualizations                  

and a dropdown menu was added to the pie chart in order to choose between displaying the different                  

categories of the reports and the different items. At this point, it was noticed that the CSV files were not                    

needed since the entire information was already loaded onto the GEOJSON files and consequently into               

the map elements. The CSV files and their loading was removed and in exchange the information                

needed to render the visualizations would be sent from the map view, to the map controller, to the                  

specified visualization’s controller and finally to the visualization’s view. This was shown to be a mistake                

later on. 

 

Once again, the advancement was displayed to the expert and advising profesor. It was              

suggested that filtering options were added to the map and the possibility to change the time intervals                 

in which the bar graph and scatter plot displayed information. To filter a portion of the reports based on                   

their date of creation, a selection of a range of dates was added on top of the map. To filter them again                      

based on the category of the report, a checkbox list that encompasses all the possible categories of the                  

reports present was added beneath the map. To change the time interval for the graphs created                

beforehand, a dropdown menu with the possible time intervals was added in each visualization. Before               

this change, the bar graph only displayed information monthly and the scatter plot only displayed               

information weekly. The bar graph could now display information weekly, monthly, bimestral,            

trimestral, seasonal and semestral, and the scatter plot could now display information weekly and              

monthly. To create these new intervals, the model had to be adjusted in order to calculate the amount                  

of reports for each new type of interval. Finally, the selection was adjusted so it would persist even if the                    

visualization or any option within the visualization changed. 
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On the final showcase the focus of visualizations switched to the infrastructure of the city and                

displaying its attributes. Also, the entirety of the data was sent by David for its use in the final product.                    

Some adjustments had to be made in the model since the information was not ordered in the same way                   

as it was previously. The correct performance of the past features was verified as soon as the                 

information was changed. Since the resulting map from the entirety of the data was considerably bigger                

than the preliminar area sent before, the arrangement of the page had to change. The map was                 

enlarged and placed as the main focus of the page right at the beginning. The tab-like buttons were                  

removed from the top of the page and placed on top of the area that contained the reports’ graphs. An                    

additional space was left to the right side of the reports’ area in order to place the newly created                   

infrastructure area. This area is similar to the reports’s area in the way its features are arranged. It has                   

two buttons to navigate the graphs available and a drop down menu to change the focus of the selected                   

graph. The first graph consists of a multi-variable relationship between the quantitative attributes of the               

manholes and the pipelines separately. The dropdown menu enables the visualization change between             

the pipelines and manholes. The second graph consists of a node tree, which displays all the attributes                 

and their possible qualitative values, of the selected manholes and pipelines. The tree nodes can be                

clicked to expand and contract their children. Additionally, two paginated tables were added to the end                

of the page to view the entirety of the properties of both reports and infrastructure. A dropdown menu                  

was added to the infrastructure table in order to switch between manholes and pipelines. 

 

In summation, to answer the “where?” portion of the objective, it was conceived that a map                

containing the entirety of the geographic data should be created, as well as a smaller map containing                 

the location of the reports and a contour around the areas most densely packed with them. To answer                  

the “when?” portion of the objective, a date filter is placed on the map; a bar graph and a scatter plot                     

detailing the amount of reports made in a specific time interval is rendered, and the ability to modify the                   

year displayed in all the visualizations about the reports is added. Finally, to answer the “what?” portion                 

of the objective, category and item filters are placed on the map; a pie chart detailing the nature of the                    

reports is rendered; a tree visualization and a multivar visualization is rendered detailing the information               

about the infrastructure, and tables containing the entire information of both reports and infrastructure              

is added at the bottom of the page. To improve analysis over all these elements, the user had to be able                     

to choose which information is used in the different visualizations. Selecting the portion of the map                

became the solution, and so selection of multiple areas of the map was implemented. 
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5.2 Expected results 

The approach taken while developing the solution was finding examples of the visualizations             

that were needed, determining the format of the inputted data and processing the sewerage and               

wastewater system’s data so the result would be in the format needed to feed the desired visualization.                 

This processing of the data takes place each time a view is requested. This means the prototype is                  

efficient memory-wise but may be less efficient time-wise. The MVC pattern was added to facilitate the                

addition of newer visualizations in the future. For the design of the page, since the purpose of the                  

prototype is visualization and analysis, it was decided that everything would remain in one page for                

easier comparison and contrast. A demo of the prototype can be seen following the provided link:                

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31u1pkanzME (Nice, France visualization tool, 2020). 

Focusing on function over form, the prototype is expected to be a simple, fast and lightweight                

solution to the stated problems. Loading time of the page should be short (1 second maximum),                

calculations of visualization should be fast (<0.5 seconds) and memory consumption should be the              

minimum required. This solution is meant to be a “first step” in the creation of a valuable final product. 

6 Validation 

6.1 Methods 

 

The first method employed was using the prototype itself once it was completed. A public page                

was set up so David and Tiberio could use the final solution. The user’s experience is one of the most                    

valuable aspects to be taken into account to understand how effectively the page fulfilled its objective.                

To perform this test, the users were allowed to interact with the page freely and gave a report of the                    

entire experience afterwards. The second method employed was Firefox’s developer tools. These tools             

allow the recording of the memory heap used by the page at any given point and the recording of the                    

performance of the page. Using these tools several precise measurements of the effectiveness of the               

page were made. These measurements allow the identification of possible problems and a higher level               

of analysis of the prototypes behavior. These tests were made by taking a snapshot of the memory heap                  

right after the page finished loading, and by recording the performance during the initial loading of the                 

page. 
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6.2 Result validation 

First, the results from the user experience testing will be discussed. The users reported that as                

soon as the page is loaded, there is a substantial delay in between the first image shown by the web                    

page and the time the page becomes responsive. Depending on the computer, up to 10 seconds can go                  

by before the page is actually usable. This is too much time for an application to be called efficient. After                    

the page is loaded, when interacting with the map in sight, the selection function is laggy and may cause                   

confusion if not given enough time to react. The map also lacked a legend to facilitate its understanding                  

and use. Subsequent drawings of the information of the map based on the filters placed is also sluggish                  

and can take up to 5 seconds depending on the filter placed and the workload already set on the                   

computer. Besides these shortcomings, the features in the page work as intended. Graphs do load fast                

and are responsive to the users input. Different levels of understanding can be achieved by using the                 

different graphs available. Graphs of the infrastructure and the reports can be compared easily so               

understanding the properties and attributes of a selected region within the map is quite simple. 

 

Next, the prototype’s memory usage, as soon as it is loaded, will be shown. The first display of                  

memory is a treemap in which the consumption of memory is separated into areas representing the                

amount of memory spent on a specific type of element.  

 

In the first image the total memory consumption can be seen: domNodes (to the right in light                 

purple), objects (to the left in light blue), scripts, other elements and strings (in order from top to                  

bottom in the far left). 

 

Treemap overview of memory: 
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It can be seen that most of the memory consumption comes from domNodes, a decent amount                

of consumption comes from objects and almost no consumption comes from scripts, strings and other               

elements. 

 

The following image will show the detail of the domNodes as that should be the source of most                  

concern. They occupy 366 MiB of space in the memory heap. 

Detail of domNode elements in treemap:

 

DomNodes are the HTML elements placed on the page itself, meaning most of the page’s               

memory is spent on rendering. Based on the elements within the treemap, it is apparent that most of                  

the memory is spent rendering the map and its features, as evidenced by the portion of memory                 

allocated to the circles and the paths within the document.  

 

The next image displays the objects allocated in the memory heap which occupy around 118               

MiB. A small section representing the scripts, strings and other elements allocated can be seen to the                 

left.  
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Detail of objects, scripts, strings and other elements in treemap:

 

 

Even within the objects stored in the heap, some SVGcircles and SVGpaths can be observed. 

 

In the next display of memory usage the amount of memory used is represented numerically               

and in order from the most usage to the least usage. Details about the group occupying the memory can                   

be seen in further detail by clicking the icon in the column before the group’s name. 
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Aggregate overview of memory:

 

This display clarifies even further that the biggest amount of memory used lies in the DOM                

elements. The “#document” group makes up such a small amount of the total number of elements                

counted that it is registered as a 0% with a count of 4 elements. Even so, the amount of memory it takes                      

up is more than half (52%) of the total memory used by the prototype. A similar phenomenon occurs                  

with the “path” and “circle” groups. The “path” group has just a 3% count and a 17% memory                  

consumption and the “circle” group has just a 1% count and a 5% memory consumption. 

 

 

The following image shows the detail of the “#document” group responsible for the majority of the                

prototype’s memory consumption. 
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Detail of “#document” group in aggregate:

 

 

There is little specificity in the details shown about the “#document” group and the information cannot                

be expanded any further. A different approach has to be made in order to extract more information                 

about memory consumption. The same thing happens with the “circle” and “path” groups. 

 

The following image shows the application’s performance and call stack. At the top of the image                

a graph with the FPS (frames per second) can be seen and below the selected region is displayed in the                    

call stack.  

Call tree of performance:

 

It can be seen that there is a long period of time in which the page does not show any progress                     

while loading. When inspected a bit closer, it is discovered that that period of time occurs right after the                   

information has been loaded. This further solidifies the idea that the most expensive portion of the                

prototype, in both memory and time consumption, is the map’s rendering. 
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The following image shows the same performance information displayed before, but as a JS              

Flame Chart3. 
 

JS Flame Chart of performance:

 

In the detail presented in the flame chart, the slowest process was shown to be the rendering of                  

the map. More specifically, the rendering of the buildings in the map, which took up about 3 to 4                   

seconds. In line with the “function over form” mentality of the project, this process could be ignored in                  

order to improve the rest of the prototypes performance.  

7 Conclusions 

7.1 Discussion 

In the end, the product proposed was achieved. Some functionalities were dropped along the              

way in order to push on and create a valuable prototype. A zoom functionality, for example, was                 

conceived to improve detailed selection of the items in the map, but was dropped altogether when it                 

interfered with the selection functionality, which was deemed more important for the end result. 

One key mistake made during the development of the application was not using the entirety of                

the data from an earlier stage. Since a preview of the data was used almost until the very end, the                    

impact larger amounts of data would have on the performance and memory consumption of the               

prototype was not seen until nothing could be done about it. In the results obtained during the testing                  

period, it could be seen that memory is not used efficiently. This could be due to the way the                   

information is loaded into the map items. A possible work-around could be giving the map object less                 

detail and storing the rest of the information elsewhere, using it only when needed. The results of                 

testing the performance of the prototype were not satisfactory either. Loading the map in so much                

3 The Flame Chart shows the state of the JavaScript stack for the code at every millisecond during the 
performance profile. 
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detail stunted the applications speed and resulted in long loading times, which was the opposite               

objective of the prototypes lightweight nature.  

Memory consumption should be at least halved and performance should improve greatly.            

Realistically the page cannot take more than 2 seconds rendering the map, and the selection function                

has to be precise and responsive. A possible way to achieve this was discussed during a showcase of the                   

prototype with IMAGIN/ESPACE in which it was pointed out that the logic applied to the density map                 

could be used in the main map and the details could be shown in more detail as the user zoomed into                     

the map. 

7.2 Future work 

The first line of work would be to improve performance and memory consumption in any way                

possible. It could range from loading the map in a different way to not loading the map at the start of                     

the application altogether depending on the user’s needs. There is also a need to make the page more                  

explicit and self-explanatory for easier understanding when approached by a new user. The addition of               

filters to the infrastructure portion of the map is also missing and could prove valuable in terms of                  

analysing the city’s current state geographically. Lastly, improve the navigation of the tables at the               

bottom of the page by adding pages to facilitate the view of information. 

In terms of the direction the prototype is taking, a database of the information should be                

created to facilitate the relationship between infrastructure and report elements. At the end of the               

development process a quick attempt at identifying the closest infrastructure elements to the selected              

reports proved that using the information as it is right now is not an option. A join of the information                    

was made to try and tackle this problem, but the join had to be done manually and the resulting dataset                    

was not in an optimal processing state. Also, designing and implementing a deeper architectural design               

would be desirable if the prototype will see wider use. 
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